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Ensemble Espanol
In Performance

by Fran Ehrmann "Excuse me," she said with
a smile and then took a big
crunching bite off of a large
red apple. Maybe apples are
the secret to the energy, fire
and glow of Libby Komaiko
Fleming's Spanish dancing .
Love of the dance and hours of
practice help, too.
Ms. Fleming is the artistic
director of the Ensemble
Espanol - our very own
resident Spanish Dance Com-'
pany at UNI. She will perform
along with the Company 's
eleven dancers, and with
musicians, Flamenco guitarist
Felipe Lopez, and pianist
Dorothy Komaiko. -The shows
.
-M h 9, 0, , 30,-3
and April 1, at 8 p.m.; and
March 11, April 1, at 10:30
a.m. in the Auditorium. This is
an event not to be missed. And
it's FREE to UNI students.
Why spend $3.50-4.00 to see a
movie, when you can take a
date to. see live entertainment
right here on campus, without
charge?
·
As she chewed that same
apple down to the core, Libby
Fleming spoke of her company
members. " All these dancers
are well rounded in three styles
of dance - ballet, modern and
Hispanic dance." Over two
years ago Ms. Fleming formed
her Company. It was officially
incorporated in 1976. "We are
really growing. We've become
a professional company of
dancers," said Libby.
The average age is twenty,
and all these young dancers
are affiliated with UNI in one
way or another. The members
of this close-knit group are

to include "Ethnic Festival,"
sponsored by the Ensemble
Espanol, (May 15-19th) presented through grants by the
Ill. Arts Council, right here on
campus.
The Company will perform
Alfredo Correa (choreographer,
go and on local TV stations), to the Children", a series in seven new works in their show
dancer, guitarist, trained - in
Robert Puig (dancer and Marion, •Ill. and at the Marion here at UNI. Ms. Fleming has
Spanish), Karen Stelling (solosinger, student at UNI, he Civic Center. Twi<:e,_ since choreographed two new ballet
ist, 1975 graduate of UNI),
sang and danced in UNI September, they were- invited pieces; one to "Danzas FantasIsabela O'Hagan {student at
Opera productio~~) . Rafael to perform at the Richard tics" by Turina, and the other
UNI, well rounded dance . Figueroa (creator of the most - Daley Center, at U of C and is based on Goya paintings,
training, and is an over-worked
fire on stage), and Maria Elena Chicago State Univ. They "Goyescas" by Grandados,
waitress), Andrea Viglione
Sanchez (newest member to part.i cipated in Spanish Im- with sets designed by Kevin
( solid ballet and character
this Company):
mersion Week, a program at Peterson. Mr. Peterson has
dance training), Suzanna ElenEnsemble Espanol is a very George Williams _College in designed sets for UNI' s Opera
a Martin (P.E. major at UNI,
active dance troupe. Just since Lake Geneva. Most recently, Workshop productions. Ms. _
Fleming has restaged some
pieces , and will "perform a
Nana Lorca number; and also
a Flamenco piece choreographed by Lola Montez,
given to the Company from
her recent visit to UNI.
Your chance to see this
, Company perform is NOW.
Take advantage of this opportunity to see the drama and
emotion of Spanish dance style
- the lively folkloric, the
proud and elegant classical
and the passion of the
Flamenco. The fiery heel work,
the singing castanets,- the
hypnotic guitar rhythms and
the colorful authentic costumes - all are part of the
Ensemble Espanol. ·
If you want to wear a
Spanish dance company on
your chest, then buy an
"Ensemble Espanol" T-shirt.
They are long sleeved, white
with black lettering, in sizes
for both men and women. They
are on sale now for $8.50, only
costume design assista nt),
September, they have toured they did a show in Emmonds for students, in the office by
Vida Bitinas (student at UNI,
all over this state. They Auditorium in Elgin. Current- the Dance Studio, A-114.
Orchesis Dance Club member,
travelled down to Southern ly, the Company is performing
One more announcement danced in recent Opera WorkIllinois performing, under a in a youth series, special youth
the following course has been
shop production), Mirna Mal- grant given by the Ill. Arts lecture/ concerts at UNI
added to the May-June 1978
danado (assistant costume Council, for the MigraO:t (March 20, April 3, May 8 and schedule - Dance in Chicago
designer, danced i.n Opera ·council of Carbondale; also at 22 - those Mondays from 12
I, a 3-credit hour class,
Workshop productions), Sergio SIU. They performed for the noon to 1:15, in the Auditori- meeting MWF 12-2 p.m. in
Bahamondes (student at UNI,
West Frankfort Arts Council· um).
A-113 (Ref. no. 22632, HPEP
danced professionally in Chicaand in a program titled "Ar~
Other things to look 'forward
PEMT 203-U). Libby Fleming
:es:ta
~b:i:li::ishi:".e:::i""po
d ::iliT.•c=y:-,-;;T;:h~e-s-;-ta
- t:":'_n
io _ _ _ __;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ is the instructor, teaching the
occurs almost weekly.
study of ethnic styles of dance.
wagon
Th e proposa I w1·11 need This class _is offered by the
. - - will be exclusively for
the Student Government's use approval from the Vice-Presi- , uh · 1 Ed
·
D
(Senate and officers), and the
ys1ca
ucation ept. and
dent of Student Affairs and is not listed on the printed
Student Senate will pay for all
the Vice-President of Adminis- schedule.
necessary repairs essential for
trative Affairs before it can be
- the safe operation of the put into effect. It may also b e - - - - - - - - - - - - the _four vans, one sJ;ation
vehicles as well as gasoline necessary for the Physical achievement at Northeastern.
wagon aJ!d one sedan, and the
expenses.
Plant to increase its staff to be They directed Senate Presiinability ·of the Physical Plant
The proposal also states the able to accomodate . the added dent Robert J. Kosinski to
forces to keep up with it.
users of the vehicles who are
responsibilities.
personally present University
According to the _!l.ew pronegligent or destructive to
The Senate also agreed to President Ronald Williams
posal, the maintenance and
them will be restricted from
endorse the concept of valedic- with a memo expressing the
release of the six student
further use of these vehicles
torian at Northeastern Com- senate's feeling.
government vehicles will be
and liable for any necessary - mencement exercises. The senthe responsibility of the Physispecific resultant repair. The
ate felt that graduation cereThe next Student Senate
cal Plant. The student organinew policy will enable tp.e
monies were in need of a
meeting
will be Monday,
zations will be given exclusive
senate and Physical Plant to
student speaker and one who
March 6 at 7 p.m. in Room
use of the vehicles according to
lP,ssen misuse of vehicles which
is a representative of academic
CC-216.

Senate Approves
New Vehicle . Proposal
- by Conrad Faulkner
The Northeastern Student
Senate, on March 6, approved
of a proposal which is hoped to
improve the condition and
safety of six vehicles under
their control.
Senator Treasurer Bill Rzepka, in presenting the proposal,
said that the condition of
vehicles had deteriorated because of the constant use of
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over $4700 (almost all of their

letters_

Yours,
Gay Persecution Month. Homoqueers ~ust. be eliminated.
ln the name of decency, unite.

To UNI
Open letter to the Northeastern Community:
My motivation for this letter.
was what I read in Judy
Macior's article of Friday, the
3rd of March, which was
entitled "Senate Proposes Revised Due Process Policy."
That article printed the new
policy as it would concern all
UNI students and I sure hope
everyone read it. For those
who didn't, allow me to quote
~he first paragraph:

End this subhuman race.
Anita Bryant, we love you!"
Understanding is an intricate
part of knowledge. Is this how
we show our understanding? Is
this an example of our care
and concern for students and
faculty alike? Adolf Hitler
couldn't have put it any better
and you call it decent? My
God, please tell me _it isn't
so!!!

As my own graduation date
seems tp ·be rapidly approaching, J, think back and reflect on
what my -education has meant
to nfe, -t am , left with two
things: one, that I could have
Academic institutions exist
done better and hope to in the
for the transmission of knowfuture: and · two, a quote I've
ledge, the pursuit of truth, the
seen: once' ·6r- twice that went
development of students, and
something ·like ,this - "All
the general well-being of
that it 'take11 for Evil to exist
society. Free inquiry and free
in the works, is for Good men
expression are indispensable to
to sit· back: and tlo nothing. " I
the attainment of these goals.
guess what f would leave you
As members of the academic
ail with is·the plea to engage in
community, students should
that independent search for
be encouraged to develop the
truth, to work for personal
capacity for critical judgement- _ growth · and development and
and to engage in a sustained
to aid in developing the
anel indep_e ndent search for
general well-being of society.
truth.
Please, show me it can be so!

.

· When I first read that, l
found myself nodding and
saying, "Yeah, that's what
we're here for," but that
feeling soon dissipated and I
was left with the feeling that it
just isn't happening. Now
don't get me wrong. It isn' t as
if I feel that there is nothing
good going on at Northeastern
in terms of search, development and growth - rather it ,
is that after spending three
years"in and around Northeastern, it appears that we are far(
from that "academic institution" which is defined in our
new Due Process Policy. I
believe that there are many·
reasons why I feel this way;
here are a few.
First, every time I use the
toilets I am absolutely appalled at the graffiti which I
am confronted with - every·
thing from "cute" little ~rverted sayings and telephone
numbers for a good time, to
purely racist remarks. Is this
how we demonstrate our "free
expression" and . "critical
judgement"? Please, tell me it
isn't so!
_Next, there is the theft
which I've only experienced in
the gymnasium but which I'm
sure permeates the entire
University. Is this . how our
students have developed? To
steal whenever they have the
chance? And is this an
indication of what the general
well-being of our society is
like? Please, tell me it isn't so!
For my t hird and final point,
I'd like to quote a personal
which also appeared in t he .
Print of March 3: "Northeastern Students, the Month of
March ' has been proclaimoo

Yearbook

supplemental funds to Yearbook, they still· need about
S5000 before a book can be
printed. THEY NEED YOUR
SUPPORT!

.

Yours sincerely and
r:espectfully,
David Holodak

Natures
Way?

elders hammer into us: 'You
must behave like this or like
that, because you are a liitle
girl or a little boy.' " (from
Love Between Women, by
Charlotte Wolf, MD)
Unfortunately, some of the
people who are antigay won't
be able to understand what the
above material means.

Technically, they are correct . Homosexuality is not
nature's way. But then again,
neither is heterosexuality!
Richard

More
Disgust~d
Dear Disgusted Honest Student: It is really sad that a

member of the student body
who app~ently places great
value. . on. honesty does not
permit their integrity to
extend itself to their personai
dealings with other people.
Your vague hatchet-job in ,last
Friday's Ptjnt has me p~led,
since I've no idea what you're
talking · about. Why not put
love of honesty to the test and
deal . with me in an. open and
courageo11s manner? It is
ind~, sad, tha~ you so lack
the courage of your touted
convictions that you find it
necessary to hide behind a
really glorious pseudonym,
· which, ironically, you betray
your devious behavior.
·· I encourage you to come to
my office or even call me (ext.
446, 467, or 468) and let me in
on the fun. I'd love to find out
what this is all about honestly!

Letter to the editor:

In the last issue of Print
appeared several antigay comments, which were derogatory
to me and other members of
the gay community. I am not
bothered by this infantile
scribbling, but I would like ·to
present a quotation as to
whether or not homosexuality
is "nature's way," as one
personal noted.
~• A fixed gender identity is
an illu!!ion. Embryology and
psychology have revealed that
every human being has a
bisexual foundation . In the
very be_ginning of fetal life, no
differentiation of the sexes
exists, and it is likely that
memory traces of our early
hennaphroditeic structure never die . We certainly are
bisexual creatures, and this
innate disposition is reinforced
by the indelible memory of
childhood at tachments, which
know no limitations of sex.
Both the physiological af!d the
psychological bisexua lity of
t he human being make the
concept of a definite gender
identity look ab surd. We
acquire this so-called identity
through the bra_in-washing
process of educatioll,{ Our

Probably More Disgusted
Than You Are,
J. Gregg

P .S. It is equally regrettable that the Print's apparent
ignorance of or disregard for
journalistic ethics places any
member of the campus community at the mercy of
anonymous slander generated
by you and the people like you.

Reminder
The Speech and Performing
Arts Department would like to
remind Mr. Retsos that there
is a legitimate student grieva nce p roced ure. It is our
feeling t ha t t he p r ocedur e
available to. all s tudents is far
superior to t he grievance route
-chosen by Mr. 'Retsos which
falls short of both reasonable
rhetoric and logic and dwells
instead upon slander.
James W. Barushok

I'm sure that many noble
deeds _go uru:ec9gnized, but
when I am witness to such I
feel it is my duty to make it
known to the people for whose
benefit it was done. The act of
which I speak happened at
the Media Board meeting of
last Thursday, March 2, 1978,
when Yearbook asked to
transfer their personal services
money (totalling $3,000) to
contractual funds in order to
try knd help meet the cost of
printing '78 Yearbook. Let me
explain that "personal services
money'' is where the staff
members get paid from and
that this $3,000 is literally
coming out of their pockets. I
realize that many people .who
give their services to the
students do not get paid, but
to have been alloted money
and then donate it to a cause is
a commendable effort.
The members of the Yearbook staff consisting of: Mike
Welton (Editor), Heidi Hoffer
_ (Secretary), - Debbie Laudani
-(Photo Editor), Junius Echols
(Assistant Photo Editor), John
Mayeux (Ass. Photo Editor),
Robert .Papa (Ass: Photo
Editor), - .Joy. Anderson (Ass.
. Photo Editor), Debbie Angelian (Ad Editor), Mona Marczak
(Ad Editor), and any members
I forgot to mention, all deserve
reco~t,iQJl for their sacrifice.
I would like to close by
saying that although the. staff
has donated $3000 and the
Media Board has allotted

Henry Birger

Reply
Dear Editor,

This is in response to the
letter from Nick Retsos who
was appalled at the Political
Science Department's choice of
Dr. David Jordan as an
evaluator for the Model United
Nation course.
' As a Political Science major
who participated in the 1975
Model United Nations Conference at Harvard, .I can testify
that in terms of negotiating
ability and political know-how
. in world affairs, Dr. Jordan is
unsurpassed! Although he is
not a political science teacher,
I feel he is qualified to .teach a
course on this subject, for as
anyone who has actually been
to a conference knows, you are
evaluated on your ability to
speak as well as on your actual
knowledge of the subject, and
top awards were given to those
individuals who could deliver a
speech well and also prove
expertise of the subject.
Dr. Jordan spent a great
deal of time helping us prepare
for the conference. He did this
without getting paid, and we
received no academic credit. I
feel safe to say that . my
teammates and I feel Dr.
J odan ,was .the _m ost-"o.pipetent
person we could have had, and

(Cont'd on page 3)

PRINT, .the_- officially recognized · student newspaper
serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is published each Friday during
the regular academic year. Material published herein is not
to be confused with views expressed by t!.e university
administration. •
The editors have sole authority governing all material
submitted and- reserve the right to edit copy .. Editing
implies that editors.--need not accept all submitted material. Good journalistic standards will be maintained. ·
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 1_2:00 noon,
for the following Friday's issue. All copy must be typed.
Late copy or material that does not conform to the
standards set forth under Print. publi~tion policy wil). be
handled accordingly by the editors. The editors will publish,
at their discretion, any letters to the editor,
announcements, articles, photos, . advertising, or other'
submitted material.
~
Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor. •
Unsigned letters will not be published, but names will be
withheld and remain confidential upon request. Obscenities
are discouraged.
,
The Office of Print is open daily and is located in room
E-049, north of the cafeteria..Our. telep~<,>ne nuinber is
583-4050, extensions 508 and 509. , After 9:00 PM or
after the switchboard is clo~, call ~ect 583-4065. -

Editor-in-Chief ......•........... Diana L. Saunders
Managing Editor .................. TomGrossmayer
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term circumcision to describe a
clit or ectomy, an operation
which destroys the woman's
ability to have orgasm. This is
hardly what happens in male
circumcision. I raise the ques- .
tion because the truth about
women's experiences should be
made clear.
Karen Simmons

-

I would like to say thank you
once again, Dr. Jordan, for
making it possible for us to
attend.
As for your calling Dr.
Jordan a liar, I hope that he
chooses to press _ charges
against you. With an attitude
like that may be you should be
asked to leave this university.
Finally, I hope Dr. Jordan
takes you up on your offer to
debate. Having had the opportunity to debate him myself, I
feel, Mr. Retsos, that you are
making the biggest mistake of ·
your life!
This letter is to advise
Sincerely,
everyone of the improper and
Sheri Misic
Political Science Major unethical treatment we, the
UNI students for E .R.A.,
- received at the hands of the
Student Senate on Feb. 27.
Some senators had sincere
questions, and these we answered, but it was obvious
that others were operating out
of personal bias; the most
notable of this latter group
Dear Editor:
was Jim Payette, outgoing
In his lecture on nontradi- President and chair of the
tional Jewish communities, the meeting.
summary of which appeared in
The first move against us
the March issue of The Print, was an attempt to skip on us
Dr. Reynold Feldman stated the agenda, all together. Rethat the Falashas performed quests for temporary charters
circumcisions on females as such as ours ·was come under
well as males, and I am the Charter Reveiw Committee
curious about what tissue or section of the · agenda. After
organ was actually removed deliberating on one item
because many historians and the Charter Review Commitee
anthropologists have used the presented, the chair attempted

ERA

Dr.Feldman

Pa9e3

~i ~~-: · . .

- . ·-

"
t
•
,an.n oun.c eanen s

to skip the next section
agenda, without dealing wit h
)I
' ouf request ·at all! ·Fo.rtunately, - '
· l·'~
l·
the chair of t he Charter
.
Reivew Co.1pmit tee intervened
and we carn:e up for considera- · :
tion. ,
T~ all 1978 GRADUATES: Marshall Studios will be here on
Secondly, after the motion · Tuesday, March 21 st t hrough F)'.iday, March 24t h, to take ·
t o grant us a temporary
graduation pictures for t he Yearb~ k. Orders may also be taken
charter was on the floor, the
for ·your personal use: They will be here from 9 a.m. through 5
chair called for a friendl y
p'.m., the sitting' fee is $2.50. Your participation will benefit both
amendment denying us direct
yourself and the 1978 Yearbook so SMILE ! Make appointments
funding. It is totally out of
at the yearbook office E-043, or call them at extension 511 or 512.
order, improper, and unethical
for a chair to call for any
WANT TO F IND OUT MORE ABOUT THE CPA EXAM?
amendment to a motion on the ' Mr. Howie Feinstein, an instructor ·of The Becker CPA Review
floor (the lone exception is if
Course, and an expert on the CPA exam will be here to answer
the body is confused as to how
your questions. This event is sponsored by SAM and will be held
· to proceed, the chair may
March 28, 1978, between the hours of 1:00-2:00 (Activity Hour) ,
explain how the will of the
in room CC-217 of the Commuter Cen ter. Plan to attend, your
body can be done - this was
starting salary may depend on it !
clearly not the case in this
instance).
The next meeting of the UNI E.R.A. Committee will be
Thirdly, the outgoing secreTuesday, March. ·1.4< at noon in Rm. 218 Commuter Center.
tary, Judy Macior, then atEveryone,is welcom~. This will be a work session, but there will
tempted to impune the approvbe a brief update on the status of E.R.A .. at the beginning of the
al we had received from the ·
meeting.
Charter Review Committee
which had voted to grant us a
AXE (Alpha Chi Epsilon ) Fraternity is having a Taffy Apple
temporary charter. She solicitsale on Wednesday, March 15, 1978. The sale will be in the
ed information to determine'
Village Square and. will last froni 9:00 a.m. to 4·:00 p .m. , or until
that a quorum had not been
we run out of apples. Come and enjoy.
'
present at the Charter Review
/ Committee meeting at which
The WINTER RECREATION CLASS will' present an ice
we had received our' approval
skating party' Thursday, March 23, Jrom: 9-11 at the Ballard Ice
(it is hardly our fault if
Arena in Niles. Inquire at the Physical Education Office.
Charter Review Committee
members don't come to meetThe newly formed RETURNING ADULT & TRANSFER
ings), which meant the comSTUDENTS CLUB is holding weekly meetings on Tuesdays
mittee had been operating
from -1 :00 to 2:00 in Room 2-071, classroom building. AU
under consensus when we
interested persons are welcome.
received our approval (consensus is actually harder to get
William Carter, principal dancer with the American Ballet
than a simple majority since it
Theater of New York, wili be performing as special guest artist
means if one person votes
with the EMSEMBLE ESPANOL, Spanish dance company in
"no" the vote is lost). She
residence at Northeastern Illinois ,University on March 9, 10, 11
said it was not her intention to
at 8:00 p.m. in the Auditorium.
penalize any one club because
Mr. Carter will be performing the Miller's Dance fro.1p Manuel
of this, but it is hard to believe
DeFalla's "Three Cornered Hat" and will join the company in the
that since the Senate has
Quadro Flamenco. It is indeed an experience for the Ensemble
Espanol as well as the entire Northeastern communit:¼ to have
(Cont'd on page 4)
such an ~rtist as William Carter performing on campus! Tickets
are $3.50. Free to UNI students.

·• ·• )1

(Cont'd from page 2)

PRINT

~

Holy Week Activities
Day of Spiritual Renewal centering on the Passion of Jesus
Christ. Saturday, March 18, 9 AM - 9 PM
,
Newman Center 5450 N. Kimball. Cost: $5.00 (includes meals)
✓

Holy Thursday, March 23:
Celebration of the Lord's Supper, 7:00 PM at Newman
Center 5450 N. Kimball. Bring dish for Pot-luck dinner and
$1.00 for meat.
Good Friday; March 24:
The Passion according to John. 12 Noon on-campus in Rm.
CC-217 & 7:30 PM at the Newman Center.

The POLISH STUDENT ALLIANCE is ,having their annual
Dinner/ Dance Sat urday; April . 1st, at Jake's Restaurant &
Lounge. Everyone is welcome! Bring a friend and try some Polish
cooking! Tickets ($5 each) are on sale now. Come to our next
meeting on March 16th , 1 p.m. in CLS 2105 (new room). For more
information , leave a "note in the PSA mailbox above t he Book
Nook, call Dr. Sainchyshyn at 8228, or the Foreign Language
.. Secretary at 8220 . .
LAFF RIOT in the New Little Theatre! Thursday , Friday, and
Sat urday , March 1:6, 17, and 18, at 7:30 p .m. , see a brar..d
spanking new production of Damon Runyon's BROADWAY
COMPLEX, a hilarious· and unsubtle, almost tasteless visit with
some of Runyon 's more endearing Broadway denizens. See t he
zany, madcap misadventures of those Kings and Kweens ·o f
Komedy, THE PO-POREE PLAYERS,· direct ed by Niceguy
Jerry Bloom. NO ADMI SSION WILL BE CHARGED UPON
ENTERING OR LEAVING! (Ladies, kindly remove your hats).

There are two student vacancies on the Student Fees and Allocations Committee. Those interested in filling one of the positions
should see Robert Kosinski in t he Student Government Office
E-210, before March 20.
THE SEARCH AND SCREEN COMMITTEE FOR DEAN
OF THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES is looking for
two student representatives in Arts and Sciences. Thos~ ·
interested in filling a position should see Robert Kosinski in the
Student Government Office E-210 before March 20.

.••••••••••••••••••••••
.
.
.

Easter Sunrise Mass, March 26:
Foster Avenue Beach 4 AM, Dress warmly!
(If weather is poor call 583-6109 for infor on change)
.

.

PII

.

Sponsored by the Catholic Campus Ministry.

Ill

..

:- Hoilywood B&d ' 49.95
■ Twin Matt & Box 53.00,
: :=ull Matt
& i3ox 58.00:
.
: Queen Matt & Box'88.00

: Foldi ng Cot
• Pillows

:
:
•
•

49.95 :
1.90 :

: American :
:• Sleep Shop _ :•
N. K l!Klzle
·:
•:• q35~67-281-0
.
·•
•.

·············~·~······
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(Cont'd from page 3)
approved ~ requests for
other clubs that have come
from the Charter Review
Committee with approval by
consensus and the objection
hadn't been made before.
Fourth, when I brought up
the point that the precedent of
approving an issue club when
there was another club that
could deal with the same issue
had been set, I was told that
was not germane and not to
mention any other clubs on
campus. (The Right To Life.
Organization has a charter;
the Senate didn't suggest that
they should operate as a
subcommittee of the Catholic
Students Organization.)
Fifth, the chair called the
question (moved to close
debate). The chair is not
supposed to make motions
when he/ she is chairing - it is
completely out of order, im-proper, and unethical for
him/her to do so; yet President Payette did so.
There appeared to be some
genuine concern as to whether
our club would •duplicate the
Feminist Club. We don't think
so ; the Feminist Club doesn't
think so ; and we explainoo
why we don't several times.
Feminists support E.R.A., but
not ev eryone who supports
E .R.A. is a feminist ; Feminists support a wide range of
issues ; we only int end to
support E .R.A. (this is like
suggest ing that if someone
wanted to start a · club to

' 10,'March, 1978

improve ·the Social Security
system that it should .be a
subcommjttee' of •a campus
socialist. -organiza tio~ since
government taking care of its
citizens is fundamentally a
socialist C9ncept).
·
Our temporary charter was
denied, despite the fact that
we met the requirements for a
temporary charter and despite
the fact that we came and
answered the questions asked
of us.
We have functioned on this·
campus for over four months.
And of this the Senate may
rest assured
we are
functioning on this campus
and we shall continue to
function on this campus, to
keep students aware of the
E.R.A. :.ilnd to work . for
ratificadoh .::

Attention:
If ·the Blood Drives on this
campus owe their success to
any group, it's to Lambda
Sigina Alpha. The hours spent
by LSA sisters at the sign up
table for 5 · days before the
drive are labors of love. They
should be publicly praised for
their community service. So
tlianks to : Donna Wil~on,
President, Adrina Bertoncello,
Vice President, Kerry Probst,
Recording Secretary, Cindy
Skowron, Co~sponding Secretary, Ellen Kokoris, Andy
Wilk, Tery Degen, Brigette
Sigili, Cindy Frazer, Marina
Georgian, Karen Tangerous,
and Peggy Santelli.
Donors are super special too.
We acknowledge the 92 students, faculty, and staff who
joined the UNI Blood Insurance Plan.

It was . clear most of the
Senators : who voted against
our temporary charter were
-doing so on the basis of
personal- bias, not with regard
as to whether we met the
requirements for a temporary
charter. When you see how
weli elected members of a
student body can subvert the
democratic process, it's easy to
understand what happens in
Springfield when the question
of equality of rights for all
citizens· comes up.
Nancy Burton
Chair
UNI students for E.R.A.

Sincerely,
Marion Ettion

0
l
0

lUNC~-DINNEI
LATE SNACKS

PIZZA
lNTHE PAN

A
T
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SHA c:,•COCKTAl lS• WINE
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( h <•' ·h , o il~d Gullihur 9ers

G~:
l 1108 Milwaukee An.

I

Niles: 2'1-2100
l(etft••

·•-•u•~

I

o..... ,•• l

2727 W. Howord St.
Chico10: 331-2166.

Hemisphere Travel. inc.
Bahamas, Nassau: April 22-29, 1978
8 days 7 nights accommodations at either -the Emerald
Beach or Ambassador Hotels.
$279.00 - Price based on twin occupancy_(per person)

St1.1dents ·on academic proba- - to return their records to good
tion this term who have not standing."
yet reported to a counselor on
Besides reviewing scholastic
the staff of the University regulations with students on
Counseling Center, B-115, probation, counselors assist
should arrange for a confeMnce them in gaining an underwithout delay.
standing of the various factors
"Letters inviting students which account for their poor
to seek a counselor's assis- academic record and also help
tance have been mailed to them make plans to remedy
several hundred students who, the situation. This may include
according to transcripts re- help with study skills, such as ·
leased by the Records Office, more efficient use of study
now have cumulative grade time, overcoming anxiety in
point averages less than a " C" regard to taking examinations,
(3.0), thus placing them on and a discussion of personal
academic probation," Ms. Mc- concerns as they relate to the
Creery, Coordinator of Aca- problem.
demic Advisement, announced.
If students have not yet
"It is most important that declared a major, counselors
students take advantage of will help them plan course
these invitations," Ms. Mc- programs for the coming
Ceery continued, "so that they spring-summer sessions not
can be sure that they under(Cont'd on page 5)
stand the regulations governing probation. Frequently,
students do not realize that
I
they must bring their cumulaWORK SATURDAYS - :
tive grade point averages up to
EARN $$$ and help the I
the required 3.0 ('-.,C ") by the
fight against pollution. I
·end of the trimester to avoid
High-energy outdoor work sup- I
being dropped for poor scholarporting the battle for a healthy :
ship. They are surprised to
environment. Call Dale after I
learn that earning a " C"
_2:00 p.m. Tues.-Fri., at 939- I
average or better for the
1sss.
I
· trimester may not be adequate

r------------,

I
L __ ..;., _________ ..JI

E

S 3555 W. Dempster St, R
Skokie: 675-2300
... tCenw-• o..w.,,., & Cefthel ••
E

938 PIPER LANE
WILLOW PARK PLAZA
WHEELING . ILLINOIS 60090
(312) S41-7575

Students .On Probation

~---------------~

I
I

I
I

I
I
II
I
I
I

II

I

FINANCIAL AID
Financial Aid is holding a series of
workshops to J_!1form students about
various types of aid and how to
apply.
Workshops will be held on
Tuesdays March 21-28 and April 4-11
in room CC-218 at 1:00 p.m ~

I
I - .
I
-

.

7 days 6 nights accommodations at the Jack Tar Resort
(formerly the Playboy Resort).
$309.00 - Price based on twin occupancy (per person)

MCAT · DAT · LSAT · GMAT
GRE·OCAT·VAT•SAT
NMB I. 11, lll·ECFMG·FLEX·VQE
NArL DENTAL BOARDS • NURS1NG BOARDS .
Flexible Programs & Hours

:l

'Chere IS• difference!!!

~~~~·:;~~;~~:"·

~~·

60645
EDUC ATIONAL <:EN TER
(3 12) 764 515 1
SP;~r:ci..:'r's";:-..•cr~~~J8
SPRI NG , SUMMER , WINTER COMPACTS
MOST CLASSES START EIGHT wEEKS
PRI OR TO THE EXAM. ST ART ING SOON :

_ Chic ago , 111.

Make yo ur reservation s immediately by calling 541-7575

MC AT-4 ',JEEK MC AT- DAT- GRE-LSAT-SAT

DEADLI NE APRIL 15, 1978

II

I
- II
•
-

1----------------~
PREPARE FOR:

Ocho Rios, Jamaica: April 24-30, 1978

I
II
I
I
I

OTE-:1:a c~:~fT.SRS

CALL TOLLFREE: 800-223-1 782

Cen ters !11 Major US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano , Swi :z er land

1
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~a~a'nce

that the
registr~tion .
period is here. Students should .
clearly understand, ·however,
that these programs will be
cancelled if they are not
successful in ,returning their
records to good standing by
the end of the winter trimester.
If you have been off campus
for two or more trimesters
prior to this winter trimester,
you should also go to the
University Counseling Center
for program planning.

Bring us your KODAK Slide Film ...

FOR QUALITY
COLOR PROCESSING
BY KODAK

the
filtnstop
3 312½

w. fost er avenue

A Complete Photo Finishing
and Photo Supply Store.
We'll make slides from KODACHROME,
KODAK EKTACHROME, and KODACOLOR
Films, We also feature KODAK Color Slide
Duplicates, Prints, and Enlargements from
your favorite slides ,

Slide Processing:

COLOR

PROCESSING

36 exp: 3.95

.. Kodak

20 exp: 2.75
Super 8: 2.85
HOURS:
Saturday 10-5

by Tom Grossmayer

NOTICE : TO ALL PERSONS AT GOOD OLD UNI;
The award-winning Newspa•
per on your campus (Print?)
will be celebrating a very
special occasion on March 12
197~. Yes folks , you guessed
it. Print will be celebrating its
tenth year in existence. In
honor of this great even t,

President Carter along with
Joint Chiefs of S t a ff have
proclaimed March Print
month.
The key to the country will
be given to our beloved small,
frail edit or at a special
reception held in E-049 on
March 17th at 3:30 a.m. All
are invited.

*****************************

l

f
i(

Come to
1
HOLLYWOOD *i
3303 W. Bryn Mawr

.

: Lounge and,package goods. All ~
: students, faculty & staff welcomed ~
-iC
:

-ie
:

Mon. - Fri. 12 ·n oon ~ 3 p.m .
Sc hl itz $1 .50 per pitcher
STROHS AND BECKS ON TAP
SPECIAL RATE S FO R GROUPS CALL IN 3-4700

.·

539-4595

DON'T B LOW

YOUR
MIND•••
EXPAND

IT!
CLIFF'S NOTES put you in•
side the heavy stuff. .. the
novels, plays & poems that
can add real meaning to your
life if you really understand
them. CLIFF ' S NOTES can
help!
Ecology . .. we're working on it! Durin g the past 14 years
CLIFF'S NOTES has used over 2,400,000 tons of paper

J oanne,
Shape up or Randy will take you
out!!!!!!!!!!
From someone who kno.w s ...
Another personal for "E·D·COO·
CHEE":
You really didn't need to get
your hair cu t, but your friend
cou ld use a trim. Was his name
Al?
From someone who knows

Sofiana,
How was Sa turday? Did you get
t he fever? Another thing, if "B"
was telling the truth abou t "S"
then there is still a chance. I think
I had better sign cff now because
"Chickens DON'T FLY".
Signed, Brown Eyes
For God sakes Captain, My
engines are on full . . . If I give
you any more juice, I'll strain my
source of power.

using recycled pulp .
Available at all 18 I<& B stores

S&S
S&P
SAL

&

l(roch's ~ Brentano's
;,g s,,uth \ '/,1basn Avenu,, Ch,c:igo IL 60603 • (3 121 332-7500
BRANCH STORES : 516 N . Mi c higan Ave . • 62 E. Rand olp h St. • 16 S. LaSalle St.
1711 Sher m an Ave .. Evanston• ~028 Lake St. . Oak Park• North Ma ll, Old Orchard
Oakbrook Center • E:.vergreen Plaza• River, Oaks • Lincoln Mall• Randhurst Center
Hawthorn Cen ter . The Mall at CherryVale (Roc kf o rd ) • Woodfie ld Mall• Fox Valley
Center • Water Tower Plac e • Orland Square

*
~
*
~

-· ····························
Dear friend who smiles back,
Everyones got problems, yours
isn't so bad. Snap out of it and
smile.
H.

More than 200 titles

Tenth _Year
Miracles Never Cease

free Classi.f ieils

Monday thru Friday 9:3CH>

Pages

LAS

To the Mediocre girl in the
Unicom,
We can't stop meeting like this!
Handsome Devil
Dear Ziggy,
I believe I'm stuck with you.
Hobbit

Dear "E·D·Coo-CHEE" :
As I said Friday, before you left
. . . just ½" and your hair will look
just fine.
Laura, the one with the brown
hair .. .
Brian,
You are a true friend. (I hope!)
Signed, disillusioned . ..
To the tall, dark, and slavic dude
who comes in the Unicom to ask
Laura's advice whether or not to
get his hair cut:
You're sweet just the way you
are.
Frop someone who knows your
friend Sofiana . . .
"THE FIGAROLA" is com•
ing to UNI in the Spring of 1978.
YES, BARB WAS HERE!!! See
you all .soon . . .

Carlos,
Who is the champion? And,
please identify yourself . . . give
me a sign of who you are.
Signed, The. tall, dark, slim,
and cute girl by t he juke box.
Kevin Berstein,
Thanks for listening to me on
the phone.
Your ever-loving "50"
Jordan,
I love you! (you little eskimo,
you!)
Your friend, Randy
[alias "Joe")

- - - - --------

Noel,
How are you? I h~ven't seen
yo~ with Jordan lately, how come?
It was nice meeting you.
Signed, the tall chick

---- - ----- -----

'

husband Hank,
Trusting their children Connie and
Frank .
With her parents far out of site,
Connie decided to stay· out all
night.
Took advantage of a good
situation,
And how she wished it was a
longer vacation.
Two Creative Poets
THE COED FOR THE REST
OF THE SEMESTER: SCAR
(THE ACCENT IS ON HIM).

PETE,
Wasn't in a creative mood this
week, bu t I didn't want you to
think that I forgot about you. So,
here's your "personal" . . . "HI "
J.J. Johnson
Dear Fraters and Little Sisters,
Hope everyone has a good time
at the R.C .B .
Yours in the bond, Ron
To Stan,
You lo_o k good to me and I am
too shy to tell you. You are in my
Data Processing class, 10:00 to
10:50.
Interested
To Joe [who wears the brown
white black check coat) ,
I really like y-0u and don't know
how to tell you.
Hoping
Jordan XJS & myself are sick
of the personals. For we are the
UNI's couple of the year '78. So,
the rest of you turkeys can blow it
O··U··t!!!!!

l
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Flyi~g Nun,
She floats like a butterfly,
She stings like a bee,
But she's really quite flakeee.
Jason

- -- - ---- - · ----- -

Lost

Jobs

Job Opening, Part Time, Even- .
LOST : g old rope bracele.t ,
ing S hift, Es cort Service in · gteat sentimental value, Re.ward ;
Hospital E mergency Room. Vicini- please comply dashie 692-4589.
ty Cicero & Laramie. Good Pay.
See Marion E t ten, Health Service
for Details.
Ann,
Looking for a Junior AccountIt is about time I get a jump.
ing Major to assume the responsiPete
bilities of Campus Representative
for The Becker CPA Review Dolly Pardon,
Course, beginning in September
Did you get deflated??????
1978. If you intend to sit for the
Bashful Chris
CPA examination , this is an
opportunity you should not pass Hoff, -- ·
up. For more complete informaI'm due ·
tion, please contact Tommy Klym,
Chris
583-9670.

Personals

,- --- ---- - --- -- -

Bob,

Maybe next May. Bernie, you
too.
Tendencies?????

Wanted

TIM W.,

WANTED : APARTMENT TO
RENT! Couple with child and
small dog, looking for ·2 bdrm. apt.
near school. phone _334:8428.

Happy Birthday 22!! Best
wishes,
.
Debbie, Brooks, David Z. ...

~nyone interested in forming
an informal Christian Science
group a t Northeastern please
contact Bob at 334-6024, evenings
7:30-10:00.

THE CAT SISTERS,
Ai:iyone slip you a little cat nip
the other night?
Anonymous

Will the students who took
American Political Systems last
term please stop by Dr. Shariff's
office (2-070) any Monday or
Wednesday between 3: 15 and
4:30. Thank You !
P .S. The class involved was
PSGI-310-31 TR 5:30-6:4~ 2-071

----- ---------Dolly Pardon,

Phil,
Can't we work t hings out? After
all it has only been 2 w~ ks.
Your Wife

.

.

-- -------- --- - Dear Kee,
Ar,e you ready for the performance? Don't forget to sell tickets.
(just kidding)
Love, R.A.N.

i

ft

N.C.

Brain,
You swep,t me off my feet
Saturday night. You can serenade
me anytime, lover!
Love, one of your many admirers

QUAGS :
MAN OF MY DREAMS !

To Bea,
Get ready for out cruz in the
Carribeani! !
Disco

NICK :
YOU SET MY MOUTH ON
FIRE!!

Lucie,
How come men are always
" falling for your" ?
Your "beautiful" friend

I o Quags,

RICH:
LESS IS MORE!

Hojo,
See message under "Idiomatic" .
Jell-o and Little Mouse
To Dewitt,
I admire you, speak to you, and
like you a lot but I am afraid to
say so.
Wsiting Patiently
Someones Two and Three,
EE-Gads!!! I've been discovered! I admit I wrote those
personals. I did it becaµse I think
everyone should have a secret
admirer at one time or another,
but now that you know who I am,
it won't be t!te same. This is the
last personal under the guise of . .
Someone and Shy Secret Admirer
P .S. How did you find out?
.

TYPIST
728-8430'

To K.K.,
Roses are red
Violets are blue
Sugar is sweet
And so are you! !

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GATOR!!
Look ing forward to a grea t
party Sa turday nite! (right, right)
ALeo

Jimmy,
Nice shorts! Nice bod too simple, but nice.
. .. Ding & Dong

Somethings missing.
Jason
- - - . ._._~- - - - - - - - -

Dear Dashie.
Have a good time at the R.C.B .
Hope to see you there.
Guess Who

Hello Barb,
Hope you get that CUTE guy !!!
Nilda

...- ----- . - - - ---, - - -

JdioJ11atic,
If you want to do it again, why
don't you and Hojo get together
and plan another Rendezvous?
Jell-o and Little Mouse

The Golden Quail will belong to
me after Saturday Night!!!
The Big Greek
Coleen M.,
Todas las noches vienes a
tormentarme de dia non duermo,
de noche no como Pensando en ti.
P.S. WHEN IS MY DREAM
COMING TRUE.
THE MUSKETEER
LOREL M.,
I DON'T CARE WHAT THEY
SAY ABOUT YOU . YOU'RE
STILL A NICE GIRL.
P .S. I ENJOYED DANCING
WITH YOU. YOU ARE COOL.
THE MUSKETEER

--- - 1/~- - - ----· Thank ·God they are over now,
who has the downers.
' wired

--------- -----Someone,

Two a'n d t hree equa ls the
squareroot of friendship .
Two Friends are greater
than one

-- ----------- --

Smiles,$
Your smiles are always appreciated but your prejudgement is not.

BILL:
HAVEN'T SEEN THE PICTURES YET, HAVE YOU?
KHANA :
(Wheeh-wheeh) YOU NEED
NEW SOCKS (Wheeh-wheeh)
GARY BRIARS:
SIX NEW COACHING POSITIONS AVAILABLE .

"THE FIRST
IUDIE
MUSICAL"
IS:
"SIDE
SPLITTING"
"MEL
BROOISIAI"
"ZANY"
"FUNNY"
"WACKY"
"HILARIOUS"
"BAWDY"
"FUNKY"
"RAUNCHY"
"LAFF RIOT"
"NAUGHTY"
-WABC-TV

-Playboy

-News~a y

-WOR

- Cue

-L. A. Ti mes

-N .Y Dail y News

- N .Y. Post

-Cue

-Houston Chronicle

-N .Y. Daily News

CHECK YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER FOR THEATRE LISTING

TO ALL THOSE WHO WRITE:
Don't fight - UNITE.
Be friends, not foes.
And we'll all .reach our goals.

Jolienne and Dover,
It's nice to be your friend.
Thanks for making me feel loved!
. Kisses, JCeeKee
_______________
To Capt. Vicky and the Outsiders
Volleyball TEAM,
Good Luck.
A secret fan
_______________

To Jack,
We know that Buddy Rich is
the world ' s greatest drummer.
Now everyone knows.
Signed, Joe
Hey Ugly,
You're getting better every day.
I love you.
Your honey

Cafe. 101

21359,
I love your figures.

P.S. Sony it is lat.e.

3359
GEORGE:
WHEN CAN YOU POSE
FOR OUR CENTERFOLD?
--------------TOO LOOSE LA TRICK: '
GOOD THING IT'S NOT

PROHIBITION!
--------------TKE Little Sister,
R.C.B. will be extra memorable
for you. You will have lost your
teenage years. HAPPY BIRTHDAY Marilyn.

------------- ~-

Dear Patti,
Night fevers are so divine when
one spends it with you.
Love, Ron

To Nick R. ,
In the heart of Athens,
a new tree is born.
I ts leaves are red,
SANDY,
YOU CAN SIT NEXT TO ME and its apples are s~eet!
Kappa Kappa Epsilon
ANYTIME - DON 'T WORRY
ABOUT LEAVING AN EMPTY
'
.
To the person whose initials
SPACE .
are EJM and dropped the bill
p a y ment to t he AMOCO oil
MARY,
company: I found it and mailed it.
FRIDAY IS DOOM 'S DAY!
THE E AGLE HAS LANDED !
NICK Dear Kiki,
Wishing you a happy birthday.·
MIKE ,
Wishing you a happy birthday.
A NY G OOD MOVIES ON
TH I S W E E KEND ? - HO W And many more to come.
NA TA KATOSTISIS
ABOUT YOUR HOUSE Greco Comer
------- - '

-------------- -

--- . ----------·

Marie,

How you like UNI?
It is a lot of fun.

-------- · -------

Hey Johnny Jones Baby,
Deal with me and you will never
go wrong.
An Active Lady

Ron,
We're going to last for a long
time once you quit your blessed
bragging. Affectionately,
Spouse
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b'y•to-under:,stand•antigays•month.
The reasonings give as to their
hatred and/or fear of gays are
irrati'onal, unsubstantial, silly, and
downright funny! - And they call
us gays dizzy.

Adrienne,
Don't be so cold.
Signecl, A Friend of a friend who
juat wants to be friends

//Richard
P.S. I never harmed anyone as a
res.u lt of my being gay, so why am
I considered "dangerous to chil•
dren"? Even Dear Abby knows
that more crimes against children
are committed by straights than
gays. She even said that she would
rather have her child in the
companyof a homosexual than
Anita Bryant. This is a fact ; it
was in her column.

---------------

Dear K.M.N.,
Dance with me?
Yours, R.A.N.
Pip,

TO THE BLOND Cl;IICK IN
THE BOOKSTORE WINDOW:
Did anyone ever tell you you
look like Shaun Cassidy? (but it's
foxier on you.) I wanna meet you.
Interested????' Please answer.
signed, Rebel

I LOVE YOU and that ' s
forever. You hold the breath of life
for me. Clie sara , sara . Mio
bambino, ti amo.
Hot Lips Virgo,
You are such a good friend to
111e. We can laugh together and
To My Adorable Eric Comas,
feel sad together. We ,!ffll )lever
Kissy,
along in our thoughts.
.
Kissy,
Cancer
K issy ,

Kinky, _
Frank Besenhofer,
Kinky ,
I have dreams of b~ing held in
Kinky,
your Big, Strong arms. (Sigh!)
Me tu e nue? Oui!!!!!!!!!
One who Dreams
Love your LUSTFUL, sensuous
half Latin lover! Madam Midnight
Sign of the Crab,
We girls will stick together on
March is hereby proclaimed
tour , so don't worry about couples.
Three or five is not t:rmM.
Sign of the Crab and Virgo
• "I'~

• ,,r

a

Loretta,
We want an annullment.
Mr. and Mrs . Bryson
[Phil and Bernie]
TKE,
I can't wait to see all you fraters
and lit tle sisters at the R.C.B.
· - tomorrow . All you " FOX Y "
"Fraters and " beautiful" Little
Sisters are going to knock 'em.

Spring
vacation
. departures:
April 16-23, 1978

PANAMA Cfl YBEACH
1

Artists of America Inn presents Spring Break '78

ACCOMMODATIONS : Come join college students from every university in the
Midwest and the South in the greatest party of the year. Spend seven exciting
nights and eight sun filled days at the Artists of America Inn. Our hotel is
located directly on the WORLD'S MOST BEAUTIFUL BEACH nestled in
FLORIDA'S MIRACLE STRIP. Our hotel features a freshwater pool on its
spacious sun deck or you may choose to frolic in the warm gulf waters when not
sunning yourself on the glistening white sands. Artists of America Inn is in the

:~~:~~!t

~.,t'.$i30~00

Dear Bonnie,
Hello. How are you? I am fine
(this sounds like a letter from
camp). Tell Kosher Canary that
Irving says hi and don't forget to
say hello to your parental and
sibling and boyfriend units. By the ·
way, how do you do on the love,
sex and marriage test ? If you
pass, does Kevin also?
Barb*
Hey Frac;
No more FRICtion or FRACtion
OK!
Frie
Tail Lights ;
What 's wrong with you lately??
A.O.,
Too bad it's not PUP PY love.
Pete Lazare;
You have a secret admirer. I'll
give you 2 clues to who I am :
1) I talk to you every day.
2 ) I'm not Audrey the ... !
L.A.
MOTHER AND JUGS ,
GIRLS' SOFTBALL CALLS
(FORGET NORP AND DROX )
· SPEED
POM-POM ;
ARE YOU AVAILABLE?
DROX

TKE,
,
Our Red Carnation Ball tomorrow will be an exquisite success.
WHAT A PARTY!!!
A member

DEBBIE,
DON'T BE A WILD ASS ANY
MORE•, BE A PT A.

TKE,
May everyones dreams come
true at the R.C.B. ·

~~~~

Chicken Coop,
-Now two of my fellow hockey
players must use enlarged cups.

*.

To the Anita Bryant supporters,
You had better watch it because
we are everywhere!!!
Lavender Jane

KHANA,
WH EN ARE WE GOING TO
THE LAKE. I'M READY- ANY·
TIME .
STASH

Carol, ··
How "vulnerable" are you?
Bishinga!
Cammy & The Cool Inc.

TRIP INCLUDES:
*ACCOMMODATION
* FREE TRANSPORTATION
* FREE PARTY ENROUTE (Beer & soft drinks)
FREE WEINER ROASTS ON THE BEACH
* SPECIA L SHOPPING AND EA TING
TRIPS & F ISHING T RIPS
7 FULL NIGHTS
For Information & Reservation:
Call Jean or Pat 33 7-0730

To Whom It May Concern,
Bernie has dropped her husband
(Phil) of two weeks for an Italian
lover. If you don't believe it, just
ask me.
Loretta

Timothy John Michael,
I want this to be A WONDERFUL R.C.B. for you. You deserve
only the best.
Marge

food, shops ,nd

TRANSPORTATION: Artists of America Inn maintains a fleet of comfortable
air conditioned-rest room equipped diesel coaches that will whisk you roundtnp,
free of charge, from the cold confines of Northern Winters to the Balmy Florida
Coast.
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Camille;
We may have figured you out
completely but will never know if
you dont . . .

Coolie,
• . Keep us smiling, do that spank
in the front row.
Armed and Dangerous
Patty K.
T hanks for the invitation to t he
party, I guess now we know what
kind of a friend we've met.

S,M,-f:O
Glen , Kathy, & Joan :
I'm sorry about t he way I acted
last Thursday night (3/2). I know
I was pretty quiet but I was very
tired and I let certain things
bother me which I shouldn't have.
I hope you enjoyed yourselves
any~ay. I love you all.
Linda

TO LAURA AND MICKEY,

THE ·ONLY GIRLS I KNOW
WHO GO TO DRIVE-INS TO
WATCH THE MOVIE!!!!
D.A.Z.
P.S. HAVE FUN!!
TO THE BOY WITH THE
OOOH 1 LA 1 LA,
HAVE YOU GOT EVERYTHING???
GREEN-EYES
PETE,
THANKS FOR BE I NG SO
NICE TO MY FRIENDS WHO
NEEDED COMFORT.
ME IN PHILOSOPHY
BABY BUNKINS,
LIFE IS WHAT HAPPENS
WHILE YOU. ARE MAKING
OTHER PLANS. TO OVERLOOK THE LITTLE THINGS
IN LIFE IS TO MISS THE
BIGGEST PART OF · LIFE
ITSELF.
GREEN-EYES
SAL,
IT 'S MUCH EASIER TO BE
CRIT I CAL THAN CORRECT .
SORRY!!!!
\ BITCH Y
BABY HUNKINS,
DIETIN G : IT'S SIMPL Y
WHAT YOU DON'T PUT IN
YOUR MOUTH. '.
FROM 0 ~ t)/ffO KNOWS

I
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tree classifieds.
·To all the men of T.K.E. and the
little sisters,
.
Thanks to all of you for giving
me the best birthday I ever had. I
really appreciate all of your wishes
to me, but mostly for being such
good friends all year round.
LOVE, Patti

Denit's Den,
Reggie wants tt5 k now if you like
dark meat for lunch. Warm that
couch.
Pop Pop

----- --- --- -- - ·Joanne,
I figured that I would send you
this before you sent it to me . . ~
brrrrrrruuuuupppppp! !!!!
Guess Who???

Laurel,
Get to work in selling tha t one
ticket because Barb cannot wait
any longer!
Nilda

T.K.E . Little Sisters .
I hope all of you enjoy your
awards and the. R.C.B.

Gladys,
Have you met him yet?
Your friend from Evanston.

Deanna,
I had a wonderful time last
Saturday! Thank you !
Your 'disco' Buddy
. ---------___;

•

Rene Diaz :
Remember when we first met .
Remember our firs t kiss.
Remember wheh your first took
my _hand.
Remember our first date.
Remember our first fight.
Maybe you just don't remember
this but try to remember that we
belong together, even if you don 't
think it will work out.now it might
later, but
Remember I am HERE AL·
WAYS!!
Love, S.V.S.

__ ___

To the men & WOMEN of T.K.E.,
Hope you all have a ramblin
time this weekend.
Signed, From one KNOWS
Camillilan,
Always remember that t ·e best
things in life are raw.
Charlie's Cat's,
You know, there's always a first
time for everything. Try it, you
might like it!!!!

Dear Nilda,
Let's hope the disco dance is a
HUGE SUCCESS. Tm sorry that
I bought the ticket from Laurel
but she told me that ~he would
shovel snow, do my homework and
-pay my tuition if I bought a
ticket, so what could I say?
Marilyn,
Happy Birthday, you ex-teen
angel!
Love, one who finally found t he
frog on the Old Style can.

Dear Head of the World:
Do you accept Female Fargonians, who follow the Age Old
Indian Tradition, who eat more
than 20 Kosher pickles in 7
minutes and who calls herself
Head of females (which is ve~
hard caus e only guys have
heads!)?????
Head of Females

--------------TAY [Chris],
When 's the next recital? -

Tom,
Are you going to spend the rest
of your life chasing chicks and
little girls?
Charlie's Angels
Hey Purdue,
Stop being so shy and rap to me
FAST. I am glad the other secret
admirer gave up.
Yours
To The Foreigner who calls
himself Rich Yonkers;
Don't talk to strangers, they
may want t o deport a sensuous,
lustful mind like yours ! Don't
forget I beat you if you talk man.
I not afraid of man!!! !!!
Love your LUSTFUL LUNCH!! !
To Rahki,
I really dig you and I wan t you
NOW. Please look my way more
often and not hers.
Determined
To the T.K.E . little sisters,
YEEEECH!!!
K.M.N. ,
Let's have~ good time all right.
:a.A.N.
Dear Laurel,
Well, the disco dance is only 26
days (yes I counted) away. I'm
looking forward to doing "the
stumble". Let's hope John Travolta (or John Revolta more likely) is'
there. Well,. if it doesn't work out,
at least I have Bob in Boston and
you have Charlie in New Zeland.
Take it easy and don 't iron your
blouses on both sides.
Your Italian friend, Barb,

----- ------ ----

Hobbit Loves Ziggy

- --------------

---------------

She laughs, she cries, she feels angry,
she feels lonely, she feels guilty,
she makes breakfast, she makes love
she makes
h . do, she is strong, she is we~k,
s e 1s brave, she is scared, she is .•• ·

Tommie the Snake:
I love you lots!
Love, Sue
To the Little Sister Pledges,
Thank you ever so much for the
luncheon Sunday . Everything was
delectable and b~autifully prepared. How did we, ladies ever
survive without you?
An oldie mcldie
Dear Bernie,
Remember you promised me 3
dances! !
Dear Poteki,
Wanna nibble on some cheese
together? Sorry about Saturday
night. I LOVE YOU.
Swollen Fingers and Spellbound
[the other Poteki).

A wonderful bird is the pelican ~
His mouth holds more than his
bellican;
He takes in his beak,
Enough food for a week
But I'm damned if I s~ how the
hellican.
Anonymous
Bri-Bri:
I when hope are you we can
gonna read play your pinball silly
again writing!?
P.S. Compliments the all for
thanks!
P.S.S. S.T.I.M.B.F.
Wandering Fogie,
Is it true!! You asked me to
marry you? Jyly brother is getting
married next" weekend, let's make
it a double wedding.
Whiskey Breath
Dear Estelle [alias DRY EYES],
Thank you for being a friend!!!
EDNA [alias Regina)
Robin W.,
If I gave you a present each
t~me you said you had a birthday,
I d go broke, and you would be
very old.
Fudd
P .S. *Happy Birthday.
Music Annex Aid,
,Every time your lovely voice
answered the phone I became too
nervous to speak. I am in the
Listening R?om, listening to the
classics anc. watching you. Perhaps someday I will bring myself
to finally speak to you.
Till the, The Caller
A BOOM-BOOM Classic,
Don't B sharp
Don't B flat
J ust B natural
It's destined to become a hit in
the autograph books.
Brought to you by
An Informed Source

u

K.S. , ·
I have come to the undisputable
conclusion t hat I'm CRAZY about
you.
K.G.
!

-------------

20th Century-Fox Presents

- - - - - - PAUL MAZURSKY'S - - - - - -

AN UNMARRIED WOMAN

XXX,

stArring - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -

JILL CIAYBURGH ALAN BATES.
.

co-stArring

·

MICHAEL MURPHY CLIFF GORMAN rroduced by rAUl MAZURSKY and TONY RAY

Music Bill CONTI

R

~
UIIDH n lfou1m Atcoa,an1•1.
REST,UCTED

Now in Paperback from Avon

c0touvM<W,u ,.8 riuN"-BYDeLux••

Origuu.l Motion ricture Soundtr.11.c.k A""'-11.-.ble on 20th Century-Fox records .ilnd t.1:n.~
•

~

~
-

... - ""'"
_

Your welcome (although I feel I
s hould be thanking you), of
course, it is silly.
P .S. Don't hold your breath
you 'll need every gasping pant.
000

Written and D,irected by rAU ~ MAZURSKY

.

PAaH T .. ADULT ,ualUIH

To The Card Players of The
Unicom :
You're very annoying,
And good at destroying
My " Bear it and grin"
Can't you throw your hands in???
THE UNKNOWN POET

( OIIY'"JM < r<)//j ,...,..,_,,.., h (

rut v, y ! ~..

STARTS TODAY
CHECK YOUR NEWSPAPER FOR LOCAL THEATRELISTIN~

8

A Short Hello to :
Aaron (the camperl, Patti (in an
Eaters Haven) , Vanessa (who
really got it together l, Jim (t he
pole v aul t er , Raj u (the n ew
American), Paul (the motorcycle
mad-man) , Ray (t he E uropean
Traveler), Michelle (the dog lover),
Kathy (the baske tball star ),
Doreen (the weekend wild woman), ·
MaryAnn (the Loungerie Lady),
Dwayne (THE writerl, Bob (the
hitchhiker) , and to t he New
Mexico Kid. Did I miss anyone?
Dear Bri,
Take a COLD shower - may be
that will cool you OFF.
???
Martha,
Does the fish know it's wet?
Society's Children
Dear B .K.,
You are about as appealing as
running someone's fing er na ils
down a chalkboard.
THE ERASER
Brian Baby,
LET'S GET DOWN, .. . AND
NOT GET UP.
HOT LIPS
Brian,
Even though the other's don't
think too highly of you - I'd still
like to go out. Soon I hope!!!
SIGNED, One of Laura's friends
Ted :
I wish you'd learn my real
name!
·
To everyone involved in T.K.E.,
I hope this weekend is one of the
most . m.e morable ever. I hope
everyone has an exquisite time
and really parties cause we all
deserve it!
Love, a Little Sister

- --WHERE'S
- - -------- -~
DAGMAR'S JAGUAR?

Twinkle, twinkle little ST ARZ
Now I know how good you are!
My reputation may be great ,
But you 're my fever, and it's me
But yours is ' better and I can't
wait.
Saturday Night Fever may be
spreading,
But you 're my fever, and it's me
, you're getting.
Accept this gift I offer you,
Cause I know I'll learn to sa tisfy
you !
_ ________Lip Qu~~~
Head, Etc::
T hough thou may hear my call,
my face shall never be shown.
I am an oracle, one might say,
Whose identity is u nknown. ·
I am but a dream, begotten of
nothing but vain fantasy, as
thin a substance as t he air.
Search for me, if t hou wilt;
B u t be prepared for a lon g
journey, for I am here, t here, &
everywhere,
Will o' t he Wisp .
Harpo, etc.

---------------

Mark Zorfus: ·
I apologize, and I am sure that
Jordan and mark didn't mean to
h u rt your feelings. Ater all,
impersonation is another form of
flattery.
Signed, Laura, the tall one

Women's faults are many,
men have only two,
everything they say and
everything they do!

Jordan [Animal];
You wanted a personal? Well,
here it is! When are you going to
take me to see Saturday Night
Fever??? You should be dancing!!!
"L"

Nita,
Do you like .to cuddle your
Teddy Hear?
Barb,

- --------------

---------------

